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TLe QCD sum rules derived earlier are applied to evalu-

ate the leptonic widths and masses of the У , j° , A^ rae-

sons (the very existence of resonances is taken as granted,

however). The mass scale is set by the power corrections to

asymptotic freedom which are due to noaperturbative effects

in QCD. The main results are expressions for the P -*e*e~

and Ji •* f*\) decay widths ana a relation between the

mass and the power corrections. Estimates of the A-̂  lepto-

nic width are also presented. It is arguod that the obser-

ved difference in the spectra in the vector and axial-vec-

tor channels ( 5Г -- J> - A, system) provides a very

clean test of the power corrections.
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In this preprint we continue our studies in 3CB and

resonance physics. The first two papers* ̂ in the series are

devoted to general relations. Here we proceed to applications.

As the first test of the approach developed we have cho-

sen the 7i-f>- A system. Indeed, the f> meson can be called

the most typical Of the resonances and it is natural to

start with it. Furthermore, the difference in the observed

spectra of the low lying states in the vector and axial-

vectcr channels С Sf -f - Ящ ) 1з a challenge to any reso-

nance theory. Perturbation series in QCD with massless

quarks makes no distinction between the two ci ses and it is

only the nonperturbative power corrections that can provide

an understanding.

Let us recall the reader that the basic ingredients in

our calculations of the resonance properties are the QCD

sura rules which look as

2

where M i s a variable and the iaasimiy part of the pola-

rization operator is directly related to the cross section

of hadvon production in lepton-lepton collisions (e.g., in

e+e~ annihilation) while the coefficients h* are calculable

theoretically.

In aoredetail, the derivatiou involves three distinct

steps discussed in the previous three Sections. We start

with evaluation of the coefficients in the operator expan-

sion, then derive suia rules for the Sorel transfers of the

polarization operator and, fiaally, estimate the matrix

elements of the operators involved.



The Bain conclusions which we arrive at here are:

1) Sun rules (i) are sensitive to & single resonance con-

cribution and it is therefore possible to get predictions

for Я , f> , Aj.

2) QCD explains in the eost natnral way the observed

difference in the mass spectra in the vector and axial-vec-

tor channels.

Soth conclusions are based on an analysis of tne power

corrections represented by the terms h_,iu... in eq.(i). In

particular, they distinguish between the vector and axLal-

-vector cases. The parameter responsible for the p - A^ mass

splitting can be thought of as

It is aiaall numerically (of order 10"^»
4
) but large, nontri-

vial coefficients entoring the sum rules turn to be crucial.

In Sect.7 we consider the p meson,while in Sect.VI

У and A, are discussed.Rote that Sects.I-IV have been

already published* -"

V. MASS AND ELBC?EO231C «НИШ OP THE P UBSON

The general approach to the resonance physics within

QCD has been outlined in the preceedlag Sections. The whole

framework is standard in the sense that changing the current

(and therefore the resonances under consideration) modifies

only the coefficients in the operator expansion in a well

defined way. The other ingredients (estimates of the matrix

eleaent8,form of the sum rules)stay as they are.Thus, the ob-

served .variety of the resonance properties is to be correla-

ted with the operator expansion coefficients which are in turn



calculable via simple quark graphs.

ID th i s Section we will btxid~ the P aeson. We will

try to set the pattern for turt ;er applications and tc be

rather detailed here to avoid unnecessary repetitions in the

subsequent Sections.

The finding of this section i s :

there exists a region of variable ш such that a) cor-

rections to the asj-aptotic freedom are relatively small

so that integrals (i) can be predicted relibaly and

b) the same integrals over the experimental cross sec-

tion are saturated by a single resonance, say, the J>

meson.

Г'-iis allows to evaluate the f> - аезос i^ss end electronic

Phe procedure i s as follows. In sub£ec.;.l the sua

rules are made precise. In sabsec.5.2 the P Eesoa proper—

ties are evaluated using i! in the region jus t mentioned

above. In si^bsecs.5.5, 5-* the region of M"~ i s scmewhat ex-

tended by assuming a simple but plausible -odel for the con-

tiauua cross section. In subsecs.5.5, 5-6 :ie discuss in

detail tbe power corrections. Subsec. 5.7 cosciins a d is -

cussion of the uncertainties ia the predictions obtained.

5 . 1 . Sum Rules

I
fr

Consider the I current д-ith che P - ceson riia
<fr >

numbers:

(s . l )

The operator expaasi. л for the T px-oduct oi" two such cur-

rents was conut?-ueted in Sec.II. Taking the vsouua-to-va-



П».

е ш а matrix element gives, by definition, the polarization

operator

(5.2)

and via the operator expansion it is related to the matrix

elements of the relevant operators ( <fm-Q* is assumed tc

be large and negative).

On the other hand, п fa*} satisfies the standard dis-

persion relation

«here

Indeed, the ]„ coincides with the isovector part of the

electromagnetic current and is responsible, therefore, for

the production of the 1=1 hadrons in e
+
e~ annihilation.

It is worth noting that for our purposes G(e*e~-t X
}
I=1)

can be Identified with the cross section for production of

an even number of piona eo that there is no principal diffi-

culty with extracting it from the data.

following the general procedure substantiated in Sec,III

apply the Î | procedure

to the both representations of the polarization oper tor

introduced above. 4s a result the sum rules arise



H"

which axe a starting point for all the further considerat-

ion. (Let us recall the reader that the SUM rules axe valid

as far as power corrections in e$. (5-*) do not become domi-

nant).

TUB matrix elements entering the r.h.s. of eq.(5**)

can be extracted from independent experimental data (+ some

theoretical ideas), tfe will use the set motivated in Sec.IT»

<0\ 4, • ( S Ustu ' * Ь IV
 t
^

 /
 °> (5.5)

The first two operators do not depend on the normali-

zation point. Two last operators (with the account of e( )

are practically independent of it (see Sec.II). However, in

estimating their vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements we used

the factorization hypothesis which seems to be valid for a

low normalization point, *\ — ^cowfufmeMt , £$(/*)•" i •

7



If one takes ot,C2.SG« 1^=0.2 as is implied by the

m
analysis of the J/v$/ decays and д* = 0.2 GeT then

0.7. Dsing this number literally and

2(т
ч ч

(see елеt.IT) we obtain the last two estimates in eq.(5.5)-

The uncertainty in the parameters used is seemingly

bounded by a factor of 2. The effect of tjais uncertainty

will be discussed in subsect. 5-7. Dp to this point we consis-

tently use estimates (5-5) in all the cases.

Substituting eq.(5-5) into (5-4) gives

so that the sum rules are completely specified numerically

( for d
s
 we use o(

s
(2.5GeV) = 0.2 and extrapolate it to

lower U by aeans of the standard asymptotic freedom equation).

Sonetiaes it is helpful to consider the second sum rule

wbich can be obtained by differentiating eq.(5.6) with res-

pect to I/If and looks as

(5-7)
/Г» С Г ~ \st

0.23

Hote that the H and Ы terms are comparable tc each other

a
* M = n£= 0.6 GeV2 . The reader night conclude that this

signals the breaking of the whole expansion in M at



U
2
 - <*t . In fact, it is not so. The point is that the

coefficient h, is anomalously large as compared to Ь,
г
 . The

reason is readily traced to the fact that h, coves froa the

Born graphs while h
2
 is due to the loop graphs (see part II).

Obis "anomaly" is not reiterated in higher orders. Moreover,

the M"
4
 term is proportional to (Ol £/»» ̂ p» '^ and re-

presents in a way the effect of the glaon eonfineaent. The

Ы"
6
 correction is proportional to <'О/5?Г*'<РГ1'/О> and caa

be thought of as a result of the quark confinement. Zt is

amusing that both share the control over the resonance pro-

perties on equal although their respective estimates сов*

froB very different sources.

5.2. Expansion of Asymptotic ?reedoa

What is the most remarkable about eqs. (5.6), (5«7) is

2 *• 2
that even at Jl = /*io

 e
 0.6 Ge7 the power corrections to

the unit term are relatively snail:

(5.8)

On tbe other hand, at such M the integral over the physical

cross section is dominated by a single о .

As a rough approximation, we neglect both a) the cor-

rections to the asymptotic freedom (delegated by the unit

terms in eqs. (5.8))and b) the contiuuua contribution as

compared to that of the p , In the limit of vanishing p -

не son width the latter looks as

/2.



Then we get

.г. _ , I f 2 чт г е " '

?/
and comparing i t with eq.(5.8) with a l l the corrections

suppressed we coae to

It r i ? ft i ^ (5.10)
e

which i s one of our main results.

Thus, asymptotic freedom severely с onstra-!.ns the pro-

perties of a single resonance - we would call this phenome-

non: expansion of as.Tmptotic freedoa.

Prediction (5.10) can be confronted with the experimen-

tal number*- ̂

(31) s 2.36 + 0.18
.

We can try one step further and evaluate the p -meson mass.

To this end i t i s convenient to consider eq.(5.7). Keeping

the p —meson contribution alone gives

f -V*»1 T-1 - ™/ , , г -"ft"*

J € RX Vs?-s-rfs = | 4 -K*'e (5.11)

Bq. (5.11) i s valid as far as i r i s an all enough so that the

continuum i s negligible - we will turn baci to the discus-

sion of this point later on.

Whether i t i s possible to evaluate integral (5.11)

within QCD or not depends on the power corrections: if they

агч large then the prediction i s nonreliable while i f they do

not dominate then i t i s possible to find the mass, flumeri-

cally we haves

10



Sow, if we take Hr = mjj and saturate the integral* отег the

cross section by the p contribution alone we have for the

ratio in the l.h.s. pi* . If we bad the same m* in the

r.h.a. then the f -neson solution to the sum rules would be

«elfconsistent. Instead, we get

which is still quite satisfactory by itself. However, we are

in haste to add that eq. (5.12J) is not our final result for

the P -meson mass (see subaeet. 5.*.).

5.3 A Bough Model of Experimental Data

Up to now we have considered a fixed valuo of Si ,

II s m. . Inf act, there is a continuum set of sue rules an*

the crucial question is whether the predictions for the

о — meson mass and width do not depend on the choice of Г.

The choice of lr=m
2
 is specific since both the theoreti-

cal corrections and continuum contribution are negligible

at this point. To be able to vary ИГ we need some model for

the continuum on one hand and for higher power corrections,

on the other. Then we can probe higher M
2
 where p dominanoe

is not so prominent and try lower m where power corrections

beeoae more important.

An elaborated analysis c
4
* the sum rules would assume

a smooth curve for the cross section which reproduces both

the threshold behaviour and asymptotics and includes peaks



corresponding to resonance*, then, the positions and widths

of the peaks could be defined, along with other possible fit

parameters by considering the SUB rules for a relatively wide

range of Г .

As a first step, however, it aeens appropriate to exp-

loit a rough aodel just to see whether the SUB roles work

or not'. Indeed, it is in fact for the first tiae that we can

test QpD beyond the mere perturbation theory and a rough mo-

del is preferable for a qualitative analysis.

Therefore, we will assume that the cross section can

be approximated by one от two resonances + continuum which

starts at S
o
 and coincides at higher energies with the

quark cross section:

We leave S
e
 as a fit parameter.

Moreover, we will confine ourselves here to the appro-

ximation of a vanishing total width which renders the integ-

ration over a resonance trivial. Thus, for the P meson we

* "* , * " - ^ -/*<••—/>

.2-.-1( О is defined in a standard way* <t>f i*
J
"|f>-

ir m
f ff

In the Appendix general expressions are given which account

for the finite width.

Vote that corrections linear in the ratio f /m» are

present (the first impression might be that only terms of the

order flm. arise). Nevertheless, the error introduced

through the *f /щ ** О approximation is unimportant nuaeri—



са11д.

titti a model of experimental data in ua.no we are In E

position to extend the region of M^ used in tae sua roles.

It is worth noting, however, that it would oe much, better

not to rely on any aodel and evaluate integrals C5.6),(5.7)

in a straightforward way by integrating tbe experimental

sross spction and confronting the result with tne theoreti-

cal prtdictiorss for tee взае integrals. One could hope tc

extract in this way the power corrections fro* experimental

Se need the measuresente of the cross flection witt

accuracy, nowever, and could not find then in. the l i t e -

rature. This i s one of tue reasons why we try to extract

predictions for a angle resonance for which the experimen-

tal accuracy i s satisfactory.

It seems to be a. common belief nowadays that to probe

snort distances and to check QCD one must go to high ener-

gies. We see that in fact measurements at very aoderate

(by present standards) energies s ~ 2 GeV can provide not

only"a test of asymptotic freedom but an information on the-

mechanism of i t s breaking as well. Unfortunately, жаду acce-

lerators for such energies have already been shut down. By

this reaarks we do not intend of course to disregard the

possibility of encountering something completely new at

high energi.es. Put for the present theories measureaents

at s » 2 GeV are quite crucial.

5»4- Evaluation of the P-Meson iSass and Electronic

WidSn

In subsection b.2 we have found the p -meson «ass

electronic width neglecting the corrections due to the



powev terms and continuum contribution. Here we should like

to include both.

Is explained a bore we assume the following roug-h model:

R
l e
V s ) - Illlpi Sf—j^ib**?)**-*-***') (5.14)

where the chosen ralue of s
0
 , «

0
 = 1.5 GeT , is suggested

by the experimental data.

the model is intended to convey only the gross featu-

res of the experimental data. In particular, we ignore sose

structures in the (1-1.5) GeY region.

Since we are dealing with a smeared cross section we

feel that the continuum model adopted reproduces the data

with accuracy not worse than 30% (locally, at same particu-

lar energy the discrepance can be jarger).

Те would like to keep accuracy of our calculations at

a 10 per cent lerel and, therefore, will not consider the

sum rules in which the continuum contribution exceeds 30%.

Же do not allow the theoretical correction to be large

neither. Hamely, we assume that unaccounted power tesnsare

of order at a square of the power corrections which are

kept explicit in eqs.(5.6),(5.7). Again, the calculation is

stopped once the с orresponding uncertainty reaches 10 per

cent of the total.

Thus, the experimental uncertainty due to the conti-

nuum contribution and the theoretical uncertainty due to the

higher order power terms bracket the Vr suitable to deter-

2 2 _p

mine Pip , Qp • choosing Mr too high makes the conti-

nuum contribution unacceptably large while taking H
2
 too

low makes emphasize on the unaccounted power corrections.

Still, we can evaluate now /rt* , a* for a

14



of H^ and see whether our predictions are stable against a

change in the choice of H .

The results are summarized in Pigs.la,1b which corres-

pond to the sun rules (5-6) and (5.7). Curves (1) here rep-

resent the theoretical prediction with inclusion of the po-

wer corrections. Curves (2) are the same theoretical predic-

tions but with the continuum contribution subtracted. There-

fore, curves (2) must coincide with the resonance contribut-

ion if the theory and the continuum model are correct.

Let us concentrate first on Fig.la. Then the shape of

the curve3is determined by two рагатесегя J *
 f
 ц*

(in the limit Г
р
= О ). The former is correlated with the

height of the curve and the latter is correlated with the

position of its maximum. Our fit looks like

(5.15)

which is our final result for the P meson.

Arrows A and В indicate the "region of confidence" in

the sense explained above. We see that within these limits

curves (2) агЛ (3) practically" coincide with each other.

For M ^ 0.5 there is a hint to the deviations which can.

be readily attributed to higher order power corrections.

For this interpretation to be true the series of power cor-

rections must be sign alternating. Note that without inclu-

sion of the power corrections the curves (1) and (2) in

Fig.la flatten out at the level or 1.1 а* 0.£<И1
г0.6

and deviate from the real P contribution (curve (3)) by

(20-30)55 even for Jj2 belonging to the "confidence region".

Note that the position and the height of the «ятт*—™

of the theoretical curve 2 in Fig.la control the predict-



tons for mt and §p A s , respectively. The "confidence

region" between the arrows in Fig.lb is much more narrow than

that in Fig.la. Since siia rules (5.7) are most sensitive to

the p - meson Bass this implies in fact that the prediction

for the вовв ie вюге uncertain than the evaluation of the cou-

pling constant ( for further discussion see suosect. 5.7).

We could perform the analysis in an alternative way and

find ml
 t

 9 P / W *w>m eqs.C5.6),(5-7) as a function of

IP. The results are stable against the change in IT as far

as we do not cross to the left of the arrow "A" where higher

power terns must have been included ( see also the next sub-

section). This indicates that the model of the cross section

and the sum rules are selfconsistent. Moreover the theoreti-

cal and experimental values of mass and electronic width co-

incide with each other within the «rrors. We interprete the

agreement between the theory and experiment as a strong ar-

gument in favour of the approach developed.

5.5 Limits to the Asymptotic Freedom

In subsect. 5.2 *e argued that asymptotic freedom

can ba expanded into the resonance region. In particular,the

predictions for the о-meson mass and electronic width fol-

low directly from equating the bare polarization operator to

the physical one , with seemingly no parameter left.

low we would like to emphasize that asymptotic freedom

alone is of course helpless to fix the resonance proper-

ties» Indeed, there ie no dimensional parameter at least as

fax as we do not consider the sum of the whole series in ы$ which

is nottwell defined notion (the quark masses are presumably

8ва2ф. Therefore, it is just the power corrections that sex

the limits to the standard perturbation theory and introduce &

16



паев scale tor tne resonance* in this way.

To substabtiate to» point turn back to ,say, sue _p -

-meson maes. Our prediction for to* iiass read* as

where M£ stands in fact for the ratio of the integrals

(е'
М
*К

1ш
1*»*4& « * $*'**** R

lm1
tsJ*s as evaluated

in an asymptotically free field theory with a small effective

coupling constant while the correction factors *
c
ont^ ^

and f*_ coir ^ ^ account for the continuua contribution

and nonperturbative terms, respectively. Stripped off the

correction factors asymptotic freedon would lead to a pre—

05 2

diction Шр-Мг with an arbitrary M which is senseless.

It is ;just the factors £
е о п

$ and t^
 c o r r

 wnica bring

in the dimensional parameters. In one case it is the begin-

ning of the continue!_*' , 8
Q
s 1.5 GeTr , while in the other

case the mass scale ic associated with the nonvanishing va-

cuum expectation value A , such as (OlG^
v
 (rp.* №)

 t
 ^i St^iO^.

In more detail, 4he correction factors look as follows:

J Con . —

(5.17)

f Ui-Л /( toUi - co»ii»««r»)]

For further comments see to tne end of the subsection.



Here the subscripts "0" and "1" refer to the integrals

respectively; "total" andtontinuua" staad for the total theo-

retical value and the continuuji contribution to the integrals

respectively. (The latter is specified by eq.(5.13)).

Corrections *
e o o t e

 and *
t h
.

c o r r
. c*n compensate for the

r factor in eq.(5.16) and stabilize the prediction at a

fixed mass. Indeed, the factors f
c o n t >

 and f
t h
.

c o r r
. vs. M^

are depicted in Fig.2. (The A and В arrows indicate, as usu-

al, И sensitive to the resonance contribution and reliable

from the theoretical point of view). The former factor is

close to unity at small U , M £ C.4 GeY^ and is substanti-

al at high U 2 , II 2s 0.8. For the theoretical correction

the situation is just reversed.

Moreover, as is seen fron Fig.2 the product M "je»n« ] **.c«-.

does not vary for II between the A and В arrows and ccinci-

des with (я о )
tXf
 . Of course, this is not a new result but

a simple repetition of our argument in the previous subsec-

tion. We just wanted to make more explicit the rcle of the

power corrections.

It is worth noting that introducing the dimensional

parameter s
o
 =*• 1.5 GeTr through the continuum model is in

fact unsatisfactory. It might make a false impression that

the зав rules just relate the P mass to s introduced "by

hand" and that is all. In fact, we can consider s in eq.

(5.13) as a fit parameter and find it frop the sum rules

themselves. Then the only mass scale is manifestly due to tab

theoretical corrections associated with the power terms. Tht

fit gives

S,= 2.5 m£

16



so that all the conclusions are untouched.

5.6. More on the Bower Correction»

Since the computation of the f> mass and electronic

width i s one of our central points we pause her» to add a

few further comments on the power corrections.

In principle» one can imagine three distinct cases to

realisei

a) The correction factor <*th.corr ~ *•) becomes rather

large when (*
con
$""3-)

 i s
 also appreciable!

b) The factor *
c o n t

 approaches unity Just at M^ where

'th.corr
 d e T i a t e s f r 0 M

 " •

c) There exists a region of \r where both *
c t m

$ and

*th corr
 a r e w e l 1

 approximated by unity.

The case c) would imply the theory to be wrong. Indeed,

the prediction r»J~ =• М
г
 would be self contradictory.

case a) would imply that the cross section is struc-

tured in a rather complicated way: it would require the

smooth cross section at high energy to match the resonances

via an extended intermediate region which is neither asymp-

totic nor belongs to the resonances physics. Still the theo-

ry could be correct and tested numerically for a cross sec-

tion smeared over many resonances. (It would be a two-para-

meter theory in a way; apart fro» the mass of the lowest

lying state there would be something else).

The case b) implies the theory to be simple: "high* and

"low" energies are not gapped and the resonances conspire to

bring the asymptotic value of the aneared cross section to

as low energies as possible. The simplicity of the theory is

aanif ested in simplicity of its testing experimentally» the

theory is correct only if f
c o n t >

 approaches unity Just at



«
2

 =
 m

2
. and theoretical corrections start their rise at

the вам point as «ell. W* saw that this is just «hat happens.

^imlitativ«l7
(
case b) does correspond to the violation of

asymptotic freedom by power terms. Indeed, the change of the

asymptotic* to the resonances is then fast and there is no

place for an extended intermediate region. If the log correc-

tions «ere to be blamed for the breaking of asymptotic fre-

edom then one can imagine that the case a) would materialize.

Indeed, log Ш varies much more slowly than, say, U~° .

Although «e do think that the results obtained indicate

the validity of the underlying field theory let us smphasize

once more that we assume a certain model for the cross section.

A complete theory would make superfluous this last assumption.

The summation of the series of the power corrections would,

hopefully, produce a resonance structure explicitly. We can-

not prove this, however, and cannot claim, threfore, evalu-

ation of thespectrum of the resonances. The sum rules as

they stay now allow only to check the existence of a resonan-

ce solution. In the case of the J> it works well. In the

case of an axial current there are two resonances, such as

X % ±2
 a n d v e

 demonstrate in sec.VII that the SUB rules

do indicate the difference.

All the model assumptions aside,one can say that the

power corrections fix the sign of deviations from the asymp-

totic freedom. Indeed, at large M the physical cross section

must approach the quark one. At lower M the corrections

enter the game. In particular, ve predict that the correct-

ions are negative in the case of the sum rules (5.6) and

positive in the case of the sum rules (5*7). If ош Jiodel of

the continuum is worthy enough to reproduce at least the

20



signs (and we do feel so) th«a Tigs, la.lb demonstrate that

toe data respect the theory. In* region of вг «here the power

corrections become appreciable bat still manageable is тегу

narrow in Fig.lb. First the с erection improves the agreement

between experiment and theory and then - when it becomes too

large to be trusted upon-worsenes it. therefore the neigh-

bouring power terms must be of the opposite sign.

To summarize our lengthy discussion, the power correct-

ions to the sum rules set the mass scale and fix in this way

the p -meson mass. The aodel-independent test of the power

corrections is provided by the signs of the deviations from

asymptotic freedom. So far, QCD stands the tests well.

5.7. On the Accuracy of the Theoretical Predictions

So far we have taken the favoured set of the parameters

(5*5) at its face value without any variation. As is explai-

ned in Sec.IT the parameters are fixed from independent sour-

ces such as the J/У electronic width and were used unchanged

in some other calculations, e.g. in weak nonleptonic decays .«•-*

Ив success achieved in these calculations encourages further

use of the parameters.

Still there is some uncertainty and we feel that the

estimates for <"l «<s &r*
 &
A
 l0>

 , <°*< * Г* * Г * |O>

can be changed within a factor of two. The question is how

the theoretical predictions for the resonance properties are

changed under such a variation of the parameters.

To find the answer turn again to Pigs.l which were used

to extract the predictions. Changing the vacuum expectation

values, roughly speaking, shifts curves (1) and (23 and the 4

arrow as a waole in the horizontal direction.

It is rather clear that the prediction for the elecfcro-
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nie width i s affected only slightly by this shift. Indeed,

the prediction comes from the height of the curve (2) in

?ig.la in i t s maximum and the change in the position i s of

l i t t le importance.

In other words the stability of the prediction for

the electronic width can be understood in the following waj.

3q.(5.10) follows from a consideration of the function

near i t s extremum point x = 1. Here, z stands for the :-iiio

Uhus the computation of O. seems to oe very reliable.

The major uncertainty whicn з-rousts to ICTj at most is ascoci-

ated with, say, the zero width approximation ьпд Cin be rea-

dily diminished.

The prediction for the о -meson m.iss i<-, correlated

with the position of maximum of the curve (2) in Fi.^.la and

is mere sensitive to the variation in the par-jEeters. Indeed,

power corrections are the only source of the mass sc^le in

our analysis. Thus, multiplying (0[ Ы,3 >f Г •*• Ч? Г^ | 0> Ъу

a factor of 2 implies a change in the scale by a factor of

V2 . Therefore, the uncertainty in computation of m£

amounts to 30%.

In other words, the variation of the parameters to their

extreme would cause the arrowг Л and В in Pig.lb zo coincide

with each other so that we are left with a single value of
2

К to find the p mass.

Since the accuracy of the mass computation i s not so high

and since some dimensional parameters have t>-.-eii introdu-.:.-;

into the theory "by hand" (via the vacuum expectation val-Jt. ч

one may get disappointed and say tVjt the theoretical pre-



dictions are rather trivial.

It i s worth errohasizing, therefore, that despite the

uncertainty involved the whole calculation i s far fro* being

a simple dimensional estioate.

Indued we start with equation

which is one of the parameters introduced "by hand". If one

would take naively {(.01 5(1 /0^/- ду which corresponds to

m^+rtj* r*l-g , then the ratio /W?i'$(?wk would hare been of

order fO and one could conclude that it can be safely-

neglected.

Moreover, even if one is aware that the quark aass can

be as low as ~ 5 J2eV, a till(<0l f% \0>l n?~ Ю "
5
 and the

power correction does not seem to play an appreciable role.

The real calculation, however, bcosts such an estimate by

the numerical factor about 200 (200— Sn
3
 ) and for this

reason the power correction becomes important. She sign of

the correction is fixed and agrees with the data. Omission

of tne term proportional to ̂ O/ 41 Г"t iflflO) would leave

us with the G" correction which has a "wrong" sign. Both

signs cannot be changed and we see that the balance is

quite delicate.

As for the second dimensional parameter, ̂ O W j ^ y ^ i i f it

i s borrowed from the analysis of sum rules for chars pro-

duction. However, as is explained, in sec.I any translation

of the sum rules for heavy particles into the language of

light mesons is far from bein<_ trivial, since the "duality

interval" depends not only on the virtuality of the lines

in a diagram but also on the quark mass. The theory stood

this test as well.



5.8. Questions Answered» Problems Ahead

Za the introduction we posed some questions which

seemed to be crucial to apply QCD to resonances. Now we

have got answers to these questions.

First of all, the existence of the j> is required to

some extent by the theory which includes power corrections.

Indeed, if we had asymptotic freedom alone, then the physi-

cal cross section most probably -'.'ould have been a sjnooth

function up to very low values of s . When power correct-

ion is included,asimple cross section 'vhich coincides with

the bare one starting from the very threshold is no longer

a solution to the sum rules. Some structure is required and

a resonance - with specific mass and electronic width -

fits the sum rules well.

Moreover, we explained theoretically the difference

in the duality intervals for the //V and the f> mesons.

If we study the sum rules for heavy particles at Q = 0

and choose Q
2
 я 4m^ for the light quarks so that the dis-

tance from the threshold is the same, the power correction

for heavy particles grows as an extra power of n (n is the

number of the derivative). It implies that in the s scale

the cross section for charm is more structured than that

for light particles.

Thus, we nave some hints that the framework developed

has-something to dc with reality. To confirm it it would

be important to explain in the sane way other salient fea-

tures of the hadronic spectrum. Without trying to be exhaus-

tive, let us list some qualitative features of the spectrum

to be explained by any theory of hadron3:

a) The independence of the mass spacing on the quark
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(e.g., m^i"

b) The nearly massless pion.

c) A difference between the spectra of vector and

axial-vector states.

d) A growth of Bass of low-lying resonances with their

spin.

e) Ihe pattern of the s uO)fi a v - o u r breaking.

g) 3be statue of the gluoD bound states (the so called

gluonium).

h) The absence of mesars with exotic quantum auaoers.

Only problem a) has been treated so far. In the sub-

sequent sections we will address ourselves to some other

problems but not to al l of them.



VI. HEAL V5CT0E CDBHKNT

So far we discussed vector currents which are a special

ease because of the possibility to measure the corresponding

leptonic widths directly in e
+
e~annihilation. From the purely

theoretical point of view other currents such as scalar.pse-

adoscalar, and so on are not worse but the experimental infor-

aation is limited in most сазез to the masses of the low-

lying states. The corresponding current-induced widths are

not measurable as a rule and this hampers any detailed compa-

rison of the theory with experiment.

Still, the axial vector current with 1 = 1 occupies the

better position among the others. First, the current coupling

to the Jf meson, f j, , is very well кпотсп. Moreover, the re-

cent discovery of a heavy lepton "^allows to measure through

the decays X -» V-x -t X the coupling of a hadronic state

X to the nTrial current. ( We assume at this point the stan-

dard picture according to which the T is a spin 1/2 lepton

with its own neutrino V^ and the weak interactions Ha-

miltonian is given by the currents'product).

In this section we will consider the QCD suu rules for

the spectral density induced by the 1=1 axial vector current.

The central point is the computation of the constant f_ in

terns of the J> -meson mass ( subsect. 6.4). Other numerical

predictions concern with the integral over the spectral den-

sity in the region associated with the A, meson.

We will concentrate also on one of the basic problems as

to how the QQD sum rules distinguish between the vector

and axial-vector cases. In particular, in Scet. 6.1 we

prove the existence of a massless pion in the chiral limit.



The result is very well-2mown t*»*i There is a unique possi-

bility, however, to identify a certain term ia the opera-

tor expansion with the contribution of a single physical

state and we will dwell upon this. In sabaect. 6.5 »• die-

suss the difference between the vector and axial rector

channels.

6.1. Massless Рход

The common belief is that pion's mass vanishes in the

limit of the exact chiral symmetry so that pion is a Gold-

stone particle. Vanishing pion mass is a central point for

eny theory of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking* However,

p

v.-3 approach the resonance region froa high Q and cannot

probe too low Q » Therefore, we are not sensitive,in gene-

ral, to tiie mass scale m* . The first impression is

that we can set picn Bass equal to zero "by band" out

cannot prove m^ = 0 starting from the operator expansion»

We will argue that this is not so and that the operator ex-

pansion in this particular case is powerful enough to indi-

cate the presence of a aassless particle in the limit *«,-*o.

Let us first formulate the result and discuss its i»-

plications. Consider the T product of axial-vector currents

ДЛД /
r J

 (6.1)

Since axial-vector current ia not conserved in the real

world there are now two independent functions l\
4
fQ

2
)

and H,(P ) . m the limit of vanishing quar* mass ths



function n
i
(Q

t
hQ

l
n

t
/Q

t
Jsli

f[
 becomes a polinomial since its

imaginary part vanishes , "Jm (ft, ' * "2 / - 0
/
 A» -»0 .

Ip«
f
 switch in a small quark rnase and keep terms linear in

this mass. The central point is that fer large Q
2
 the

function Л, * Q* П
г
 is exactly calculable in this

approximation:

П,

It is remakable that there are no terms of higher orders im

Q~ » On dimensional grounds alone one can imagine such texms

as (m
H
*m

a
) <Otfau + 5 V ] J

| O > Q T * but our statement is that

they do mot appear in fact (see below).

Let as show now that eq. (6.3) implies the existence

of a nearly massless pion. Compare to this end eq. (6.3)

with the general dispersion representation for the polari-

sation operator:

П -
 c +

 ±.(j
m
n
z
(s)c(s (6.4)

and

/7
f
 + 4>*П

г
 « С, + ?

а
-<?

2
 + J- [(ЗтП,- *ЭтП

л
№

*
 J
 (S* Q

l
)

«here С, ̂
 г
 с̂

 г
 are subtraction constants (note that

we wrote for simplicity the integral отег the imaginary

part as if there were no subtractions. It does not matter;

say, by differentiating twice we clear off any memory about

subtractions.

Moreover, the spectral densities Jm,II
1 2
 can e expres-

sed in texas of the physical state contributions:



* . * £ » * : « — о
 (6

.
5)

«bore indices P and A refer te the pseudoacalar («pi» 0)

and paeudorector (spin 1) states, respectively and m
A
 p

hjp denote the corresponding Basses and residue cons-

tants. Vrom eqs. (6.?) - (6.5) we fi»d

гу=
 . 2; А!! И

Q
2
 ' 2 •>

which holds only if there exists a pseudoscalar state sa-

tisfying the conditions

"/= °(»V , h ^°
{nt
V (6.7)

while all the states with nonvaniehing aass decouple in

the m 4 « 0 liait:

Indeed, any other (nonsingular) solution for Up «nr
p

either gives no linear in m. ten» or generates along

with-it an infinite series of the kind m Q "n =2,3,4...

the state characterized by (6.7) is naturally identi-

fied with the pion so that we rederive the well known rela-

tion (see Sect.Ill)

£ ( ) < /f°> (6.8)

which manifestly demonstrates the vanishing of the pion

mass provided that <о|йч +5dio> ̂
 o
 .

Thus one can show the existence of a nearly nassless

pion once eq. (6*3) is granted. To derive in turn eq.(6.3)

consider the product a <j
rlf
 П^ where PjZ is
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defined in eq. (6.1). By virtue of the equations of notion

it is related to the T product of the pseudoscalar densities*

--l(m
a
*t»jf ]<tx e*'<01 TfdMtsш*), Ыо)isЛЮ)}/o>

ceastant in the r.h.n. of eq. (6.9) accounts for

possible contact terms which usually arise if one differen-

tiatea a I product. This constant corresponds to the Q

«or* 1» the combination /7
(
 + (?

г
П

2
 .

thus, this combination 1я preportional to (m
u
 ' " W

2

except for the possible Q tern wbich calls for a spe-

cial consideration. The consideration can be given either

by evaluating directly the commutator or the corresponding Pey-

nman graphs. In perticular, the graph depicted in Pig. 3

does contribute to %^4v ^*У *° first order in
d

and gives rise to eq. (6.3). Clearly enough, the same

graph corresponds to the contact term arising in differen-

tiating of the Ф product.

Derivation of eq. (6.3) completes the proof, fte have

shewn that the operator expansion requires massless pion

im the limit of «ц
 d
 = 0 if <Olfyl<l> ФО

although the result is trivial by itself it is amusing

te have a particular term in the operator expansion iden-

tified with a single physical state.

6.2." P C D problem

the presence of a massless particle can be demonstrated

f*r the "1=1 channel since only in this case the axial

corremt is conserved in the limit of massless quarks. As

ttor the current

ЭО



Го]

the triangle anomaly
 i

 invalidates tne proof. Thie can

resolve, in our language, the во called U(l) probleat *• '
 J

i.e. the absence of a nearly massless pseudoscalar particle

with 1=0. To be quantitative we must ne.vs considered the

criangle graphs and see whether tney are important numeric-

ally. Moreover, instantone of snail sizes can contribute

an anoaaious amount in this case because of the t'Eooft

nultifarmion effective interaction *"
 J
<-

We feel that a careful analysis of this kind would

introduce too Euch of a new element and to make the con-

sideration uniform we postpone the computations in the

1=0 channel until a future publication. By doing so we

in no way intend to draw a veil over the 0(1) problem.

Its constructive resolution, i.e. an evaluation or at

least a rough estimate of the. y' mass, starting fro»

the QCD dynamics seems to be crucifl for the whole frame-

work.

6.?. Sum Bules

After the rreDeral remarks on massless particles we

proceed now to regular derivation of the results mentioned

in the introduction to tha present Section»

The operator expansion of the two axial vector currents

was obtained in Sect.II. Taking the vacuum-to—vacuum jaat—

rix element produces the polarization operator /7«* de-

fined in eq. (6.1). For simplicity we neglect the u-, d-

quark masses, i,e. choose to work in the limit гъ! = 0.



The error introduced in this way is of order 1*

«0.02 and negligible. In this liait the current (6.2) хв

conserved and П
Л
Ю*) * Q^d^Q

1
) = 0

 ы t h a t toere

is only ene independent structure function.

Starting with the dispersion representation (6.'.),

using the operator expansion and applying the JL
n
 proce-

dure (see Sect.Ill) we find the иш. rules for, say» (?
г
 t

Je ** W w
 s
. £7 / • 4£L' * f

Д Гд Ys **<* ̂  ut fr t* u f o>

M
 J

(6.11)

Substituting the matrix elements as given by eqe. (5.5) we

finally get

while the sum rule for /7, takes the fozai

As in the case of the P aeson we accept a simplified

version of the cross section:



Пг = •» jr $(*) * *" т£ tf &(s -

where the <3„ t fa constants are defined in a standard

way:

We ai-e izt position now to aetermiae the coupling constants

starting from the sua rales.

6,4» Computation of J7

Saturating the sum rules at relatively low Vr "by a

single pion fixes its coupling constant. Basiclj, the

derivation is the same as for the j> meson (see sect.'T )

and we only sketch it.

Choosing U =Шр apparently ensures the "Л -meson

dominance since there is no other state with low mass in

the channel considered. On the other hand, the corrections

to asymptotic freedom rapresented by the unit term in the

r.h.s. of eq. (6.12) are still moderate for such И .

Heglecting for the moment these correcticmsas well

as contributions to Int /?
2
 from the states of higher

mass we find

f, « 0
 (

which is to be compared with ,he experimental value



( 6 # 1 6 )

Sq.(6.15) is an analog of prediction (5.1o) for the уэ

coupling constant. Both follow from applying asymptotic free-

doo at II = a.% . Their phenomenological success indicates

that the coupling constant ol
s
 (f»p) is indeed relative-

ly small*

Bq. (6.15) holds for a particular choice of U , tT =

= л
2

р
 i is the next step we must check stability against

variations in И . At this stage the role of the power corr-

ections becomes manifested. Moreover, considering the sum

rules (6.12) as a function of Ы we will derive certain

predictions for A^.

6.5. Power Corrections

Before proceeding to the numerical estimates of the

A, coupling constant turn to the qualitative side of the

problem. The chiral symmetry is known to be almost exact

in Nature. This implies the nearly vanishing of u- and

d-quark masses. Setting т
ц
 = О means in turn that the

standard perturbation theory cannot distinguish between vec-

tor and axial-vector currents.

On the other hand, the difference in the resonance

spectra in the two channels is quite striking. Instead of

a single prominent resonance, the p in the vector case we

have widely split Я~ , A^ in the axial-vector current den-

sity. The two cases are distinguished by the vacuum struc-

ture which is manifested in the nonvanishing vacuum expec-

tation value, <Olaa /0> =jt 0 . The vacuum expectation
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values enter sum rules throughthe power corrections. There-

fore, if we are right in our guess tfaat already first terms

in the M~
c
 expansion reveal the structure of the spectra»

there is an exciting possibility to watch the correlations

between the simple quark graphs and the resonance masse*.

To clarify the role of the power corrections it is in-

structive to consider the difference between the vector ana

axial-vector densities. Within the accuracy of our computa-

tion we are free to consider three вал rules

г
 - Л . /7

As usually, the last two equations follow immediately fro»

the first one (6.17a) by differentiating it with respect

to 1/ц2. It is important, however, that there is no need to

introduce further parameters to learn the right hand sides.

.Any extra differentiation would require introducing higher

order power corrections. Finally, note that in the lxait

p

И — » e « eqs. (б.1?а), (6.17b) coincide with the celebrated

Weinberg вша rules' •».

It is important that the sign of the right hand side of

eqs. (6.17) is changed at each step. The phenomenological

manifestations of these signs are readily identified in the

first two cases. Indeed, the lightest hadron, the Я~ ,

contributes to П
%
 , with diminishing H

2
 its contribution
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grows relative to all the other states due to the exponen-

tial weight factor. In compliance with it the right-hand side

of eq. (6.17a) is positive.

Furthermore, multiplying Л
г
 by s cancells the V

contribution. Indeed, the pole term 1/s becomes then a sub-

traction constant and drops off under differentiation. Tcec

the J> meson becomes the lightest state contributing to tne

sus rule. In full accordance with it the r.h.s. of eq.(6.17b;

is negative.

Multiplying by one more power of s shifts the weight

to even higher masses and. the excess of the axial-vector

density over the vector one LS expected here.

At present, there is no data to check the third predic-

tion but the interpretation of the first two sings seems to

be remarkable indeed.

Turn now to the power corrections to the sum rules in

the vector and axial-vector channels taken separately.

There is an important difference between the two cases. In

the vector channel the И and 11 terms partly cancel

each other while in the axial-vector case they build up tc

each other. Qualitatively, this again looks satisfactory.

Indeed, the energy gap between the Ж and Aj,contributing

to П
г
 is wider than between the P and J> in the vec-

tor case. One can say that the cross section is more smoo-

tnened for the vector current chan for the axial-vector one.

The power corrections clearly signal this difference.

Thus, even without any detailed analysis one is inclined

to say that the signs of the power corrections are in amusing

accord with the observed spectra.

Э6



Bstiaates of the A, Conpli

the estimates of the X, coupling constant are more

sensitive to the power corrections and the continuum model.

Moreover we «ill «ее that the sum rules can hardly distin-

guish A» from the continuum which is expected to start rather

dose to J.J. Tbua, it is better to say that the я ш rule*

constrain the integrated cross section in the region cove-

red by ij.

To be ш>ге precise, the «им rules cannot be reeoincided

with a vide gap between A. and contirmm (by "contiaunm" we

understand the region of aaltiparticle production

with the saeared total cross section close to that predic-

ted by the parton aodel). There is no similarity with the

еляв of p in this respect - the reason is that A^ is

quite heavy. Horeover the total A, width is rather large

and there is no surprise that the sun rules are not sensitive

to the leakage of the resonance cross section.

therefore, it is better to discuss integrated cross

sections. Ve have tried a number of models satisfying the

sun rules and convinced ourselves that in all the cases

- a*-r to
(6.18b)

where " V ^ (0.85Gev)
2
, л^ (1.35Gev)

2
 and P^ is the

reduced spectral density defined as

A -
«me, the net contribution of k

x
 is no larger than that of



the bare quark cross section smeared over the sane energ7

interval. Therefore, a conspicuous Â  would contradict the

3iia rules.

the picture i s in qualitative accord {от, better to say,

i s in no contradiction) with the experimental observation* .

Indeed, according to Bsf .14 the decay channel ^ -• V̂ - + й1

does not dominate отег other modes of the type

7 •* V^ •«• ( 2 3 charged hadrone). The absence of a

conspicuous peak in the total cross section does not rule

out the possibility,of course, to observe Â  in some par-

ticular enamel ,such as

(axial current) —» Aj f
Г14?

Experimentally i t was found just in this way* .

How as to the nuoericals. Fig. К confronts various

models of the experimental cross section with the sum ru-

les . Fig.4a corresponds to the sin rule (6.12), The dondL-

oant contribution here comes from the Si . To i l lustrate

the sensitivity to the continuum contribution we picked

up three simple models: two extreme models with a strong

Â  and no Aj at all,respectively, and an intermediate

modelt

Model 1 i У + A i + cent-
СГ1С13311еТ , •? * 1.525 GeTT2, 4ST/gf 0.22?,s =1.525o)

1 A l веУ^

Model 3 i 5t 4 cont.

С f,,* 133M»T, 4Я /gj «= 0 , s o = 0.75 GeY2)

Model 2 * Я + Aj 4 cont.

( fF= 133MeV, m^ = 1.21 Ge72,4ST/g| 0.14,so= 1.21 GeY2)

for a l l the models the parameters specified are substitu-



ted into the following expression for the imaginary part:

(6.19)

As ie seen from the Fig.4 all the models reproduce well

the gross features of the sum rules and deviate fro« the

theoretical predictions only in ninor details. The agree-

ment improves if the cross section is made more realistici

a smooth structure in the beginning instead of the theta

function;a broad A, peak instead of the delta function ;

a few small buaps here and there. Introducing these ei-

nor modifications to tae models there is no difficulty

to make the fit absolute.

The need for introducing these modifications is bet-

ter seen in Tig,4b which summarizes the fits to the SUM

rule (6.15). An important new point here is that the pion

gives no contribution and the sum rule is more sensitive

to the cross section in the GeY region. The variation in

the models amounts to 5-10 per cent and becomes in prin-

ciple detectable. Keeping in mind the possibility of intro-

ducing the minor modifications we still cannot say at the

moment which model is better.

Note that all the models satisfy eq.(6.18) and the

check of this prediction s5ems most crucial for the theo-

ry. As for the detailed structure it can vary.

Conclusions

The consideration of у , Aj_ mesons seems to bring a

new success to the QCS sum rules. The mass splittings bet-

ween У and P , j» and A, are well understood; the coup-

ling constant fjf is computable in a reliable way. Further

test can be provided by a careful study of the ̂  decays.
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affect at the KLaite Besonance fidth

In tbe body of toe paper we used the sum rules to find

the resonances aaasee and leptonic widths. The zero width

approximation was introduced at this point for the sake

of simplicity. Since the P and X^ bumps are quite broad

it is desirable to fin! the correction due to the finite

total width. Here we comply with the task.

Thus* we are ai*ied at evaluation of tbe integrals of the

e Rgt,^*^
5
 wfcere Hygg is a resonance contribu-

tion. We approximate the latter by the Breit-Wigner fona:

С В 1 )

where Г* is the total resonance width, m is its mass.

Then in the linear in f //n approxiniation we have

where >x = л/Ш (И is a variable parameter) and

Х(л) „ - / - fvi (I - **)[ Til PUa) - EL (Л

Here Si(a
2
)
 i 4
 the integral exponential function whose ex-

pansion in a looks as

(C is the Eule.i constant)

and x ie the error integral:

«o



The first term in the right hand side of eq.(B2) corres-

ponds to the limit of the vanishing total width while the

second term represents tne * Itn correction. Terms o*

higher orders in 'Itn are suppressed.

Thus, the correction is characterized by the value of

e - flYa) » Humerically, the function e %(
Л
У

varies between -3.0 and 1.9 i£ (Ц. changer from 0.3 to 2.4.

Some limiting cases may be of xatererr:

1. Л -» p° which corresponds to i.'" —•» С

Then we have

XU)= h*
 +
 T a*

 +
"

and the corresponding contribution to (B.2) .s equal to

isШн*

2. ft — ? 0 which corresponds to К —

Then

and the corresponding contribution into (B.2) is equal to

The validity of arj. (Б.З) in the both limiting cases is

readily verified.
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Carre 1: the theoretical prediction; Curve 2i the theoretical

prediction with the continuum contribution subtracted. The

following contimiua model is used: ^^
t
 = 1.5(1* <*

a
(.s)/X )

6(s-1.5 GeV^); Curve 3 ' the rho-aeson contribution with

•| = 0.6 GeV
2
, 47 /gf = 0.414. Arrows A. and В indicate H

2

for which the power correction and the contimau» contribution

reach 30% of the total, respectively. The continuum contribution

grows for larger M while the power corrections become лоте

important with ДтпИтр«Ъ''7'е ж. The region between the arrows

is aost sensitive to the resonance contribution and reliable

from the theoretical point of view.
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Ив. lb. Твв fraction »~В/1^ «Х = 1(в)-в d»

твхвпв Ж* .

lor a legend se* Kg. la.
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0.3 0.5 • 0.7 0.9 II
2
 , GeT



FIG. 2. Theoretical prediction for the rco-meson mass.

The resonance aass is defined as

Also shown are the factors

ven by eq. (5.17).
c o r r

and

. 'oon.t.'1

gi-

1/2

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6 -

0.4

).3 0.5 0.7 0.9 M2, GeV2
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+ FX3HOT.

current

• quark

FIG. 3. The graph giving rise to a contact term in the

prjoduct q q^ П „ ^ , Tl^i being the polarisation

operator induced by an axial-vector current. (For the

definition of П«,| see eq. (6.1)). The Bonentua car-

ried by the current is denoted by q.
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PIG. 4a. The function 4JTJT
2
 f

 в
~

в/К
^ Im H

2
 ds versus II

2
 .

For all the explanations see subsect. 6.6 Arrow A. indicates

U^ for which power corrections give 30% of the total,arrow

В marks M
2
 for which the pion contribution gives 70 % of the

total.
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1.1 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

ТНБОЕЗС

UOBKL 1

MODEL 2

MODEL 3

I I I I I i I I 1 I

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 M2, GeV2

FIG. 4b. The function
 4

 Я* ̂  J e~
6/
*" Л * IIj ds versus

H . For all the explanations see subsect. 6.6. Arrow A indi-

cates Ы where the ôv/ег corrections give 50% of the total

theoretical prediction.
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